
I have the pleasure owning 2 pairs of world-class, stand-mounted speakers, both purchased from 

Kevin Saffari of audiologiconline.com                                                                                               

 

When I bought my Raidho D1.1’s from Kevin, I was certain that I had found Audio Nirvana and 

that this was going to be the last pair of speakers I would ever purchase. They are the perfect 

combination of presence, precision, soundstage, focus, balance, and musicality that I’ve ever 

heard in any small speaker. Every review you read about them and every award they’ve received 

is totally deserved! But...with a custom wood-finished these babies are about $29k a pair. Worth 

it? This audiophile thinks so. These are the most accurate monitor speakers I’ve ever heard.  

 

However...my good friend and audio dealer Kevin had the opportunity to hear and ultimately 

sign up with Sigma Acoustics, a very exclusive audio manufacturer based in Italy.  

 

Kevin immediately acquired the Sigma Acoustics Orchestra 2.3 floor standing loudspeakers and 

demo’d them at Rocky Mountain Audio Fest in Denver in October 2018. By the show’s end, he 

won a prestigious “Best Sound in Show” award, which inspired me to purchase Sigma’s lowest 

priced, stand-mounted monitor, the Ouverture.  

 

When I received the Ouvertures from Kevin, I was immediately impressed with the packaging. 

The speakers are triple-boxed (uh, yes, that’s right—triple boxed!), followed by very thick, well 

taped, plastic. Inside that is the softest sock-like cover you’ll ever experience. Sigma Acoustics 

goes through extraordinary measures to make sure your instrument-grade speakers make it to 

you totally unscathed! 

 

My Sigma Ouverture’s came to me partially broken in (no kidding—they actually sent me a 

video of my speakers’ break-in process!) 

 

The HEIL tweeter sparkles without being harsh or bright. The bass is perfect. Vocals are a bit 

forward but positively profound. Holy crap these speakers are really good. Dare I say, they are 

more ORGANIC than my nearly 2x priced Raidhos ??!! 

 

Fast forward...OMG...I’m almost shedding a tear. I’m playing a 1960’s recording of Mitch Miller 

and the Gang’s Christmas...this is the way my ears heard it almost 50 years ago. “Organic” is by 

far the best accolade I can give the Ouvertures. My Raidho D1.1s are analytic and from a purist’s 

perspective are the choice for perfect reproduction. But these Sigmas are voiced in a way that 

makes me remember the sounds of my childhood...a time of innocence and purity. The sound is 

utterly enchanting and at the same time very soothing. There is every nuance of color, balance, 

and sparkle that makes me want to keep me listening to anything I throw at these beautiful 

speakers.  

 

More listening notes: Organic, organic...organic! Not only does the Sigma Ouverture shine on 

fine works of musical art, but they also have a knack for beautifully reproducing even lower 

quality recordings. The lack of pure analytical reproduction of music is the strong point of these 

Sigma Ouvertures. Are they colored? I wouldn’t use that word. But whatever magic the Sigma 

engineers did to make them reproduce even inferior recordings makes the end result nothing 

short of miraculous. 

http://audiologiconline.com/


 

Probably one of the most amazing attributes of this speaker is that you don’t have to crank them 

to get pleasurable sound. They sound great at low volumes too.  

 

I can’t complete this review without telling you about the fit-n-finish. If you’ve ever had a 

chance to audition Sonus Faber speakers, you know what pride they take in their beautiful 

cabinetry and aesthetics. Well, Sigma Acoustics matches, perhaps even surpasses, Sonus Faber 

in that respect. My Sigma’s are finished in beautiful dark walnut on the sides. (a variety of wood 

finishes are available). I opted to have the front AND back baffles finished in beautiful marbled 

brown Italian leather. The cabinets aren’t simple boxes. Just look at the pictures to see the 

exquisite, unique shape of the speaker, a design that I’m sure lends a lot to eliminating standing 

waves and other unwanted discolorations. Even the speaker’s rear port is lined in leather! 

 

So...among my two reference monitors, the $29K Raidho D1.1’s and my brand new, custom 

made $16k Sigma Acoustics Ouverture’s, which do I choose??? I think for the price, the Sigma’s 

are a MUCH better deal. And the Sigma build quality surpasses that of Raidho. But, in fairness 

to my Raidho’s, these two world-class monitor speakers each have their own character and their 

own unique sonic strengths, which, ignoring the difference in price, makes both of them equally 

enticing.  

 

Aside from being an audiophile, I‘m a lover of all types of food. And if you’re a “foodie” like 

me, you’ll just have to suck it up and buy a pair both speakers!!! :-) 

 

- Kurt 

 


